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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most useful nonlinear mathematical programming methods is 
well-known to be dynamic programming (DP), invented by R. Bellman in 
the early 1950s based upon a simple but ingeneous principle, the principle 
of optimality (POP) (see Bellman [6, p. 831). 
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and 
initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal 
policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision. 
The basic form of the functional equation of the POP is 
f(u) = opt t-mu, 4 g(T(u, u)))l, 
u 
(1) 
where u and u represent the state and decision vectors, respectively, T 
represents the transformation of the process, and f(u) represents the 
optimal return function with initial state u (here opt denotes max or min). 
Note that the function g may be identical with f as suggested in Bellman 
and Lee [9, p. l] (see also Wang [37,38]). 
Bellman [4, p. 2731 gave an elegant proof of the usual arithmetic- 
geometric (AG) inequality by means of the functional equation approach 
and also pointed out that there should be some analytic and computational 
advantages derived from replacing an n-dimensional operation by a 
sequence of n one-dimensional operations. The utmost advantage in his 
mind as promulgated in Bellman [6, p. 71 was that, as an application of 
the POP, there should be a formulation of the problem which saves us 
from becoming bogged down in the complexities of multidimensional 
analysis. Since then, the DP concept, the POP in association with the 
functional equation models of form (l), has been used to solve general 
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as well as special optimization problems of various types analytically 
and numerically by many investigators; for example, see Angle 
and Bellman [ 11, Aris [2], Bellman [4-71, Bellman and Dreyfus [8], 
Beveridge and Schechter [lo], Dreyfus [ 131, Dreyfus and Law [ 141, 
Lee [24], and Nemhauser [26]. 
In the past decade, the DP approach has been used not only 
for establishing inequalities (e.g., see Iwamoto [16193, Wang [28-331, 
Iwamoto and Wang [20,21]), but also for formulating theorems by which 
a class of inequalities (e.g., see Iwamoto, Tomkins, and Wang [22]) has 
been reestablished in a unified manner. 
The key phrase of the POP is “state resulting from the first decision.” In 
fact, it is essential that a first decision toward the solution of a problem by 
one which can streamline the process of solving the problem. In other 
words, how to effectively apply the POP is totally dependent upon the first 
decision. As a sequence of examples considered in Wang [37, 381 has 
shown, the variety and versatility of the DP approach are remarkable and 
subject to no restriction in the scope of its application. In particular, we 
engineered a linkage between the DP and fractional programming (FD) 
(e.g., see Dinkelbach [ 121, Schiaible and Ibaraki [27]) approaches in 
Wang [38]. It also revealed the adaptability and elasticity of the DP 
approach. Indeed, in the process, the introduction of transition constraints 
(see Wang [35, 37, 381) has played a crucial role. 
In this paper, as a continuation of Wang [37, 381, we translate two 
new inequality problems into two typical FP problems and solve them 
alternatively without appealing to the FP approach in order to 
demonstrate our above findings. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PROBLEMS 
Let us begin by displaying some notation and symbols that we shall 
need: Let xi>O, 16 j<n. 
Am= i ?, Gk(x)= h x,!jk, jGk<n; 
j=l J=I 
C(k, 1; x) = (x, + “’ +x,)(x,+ ‘.’ +xk+l)..‘(x,+ “’ +x,-,)/k’, 
2<k, l<n-1; 
M(t, x) = x; + . . . + x1, t is an integer; 
Opt denotes max or min; 
opt = max if opt = min; etc. 
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We now state a generalized Malfatti inequality (e.g., see [39]) as 
n+n’j2 
F(x) < -9 n* (2) 
where 
F(x) J-(x) + g1’2(x) 
g(x) h(x) 
in which f(x) = M( 1, x), g(x) = M(2, x), h(x) = M( - 1, x) with equality 
holding in (2) if and only if x, = ... =x,. 
In 1401, the following problem was given: consider the inequality 
C(k, n; x) > A,(x) G;-‘(x) 
for 2 <k < n - 1. Prove or disprove (4) for n 2 3. 
The generalized Malfatti inequality (2) is a typical FP problem 
(4) 
n+nli2 
max F(x) = n2. 
x (5) 
The answer of the problem (4) is also affirmative (with equality holding in 
(4) if and only if x1 = . . . = x,). In fact, if 
C(k + 1, n; x) < C(k, n; x), 2<k<n-1 (6) 
were established, (4) would be reduced to show 
C(2, n; x) > A,,(x) G;- l(x). (7) 
Apparently, in turn, the inequalities (6) and (7) can be transferred into the 
FP problems 
and 
where 
min V(x) = f, 
x 
u(x) = (k + 1 Y CW + 1, n; xl 
k”C(k, n; x) 
(9) 
(10) 
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and 
V(x) = 
2”C(2, n; x) 
ml,(x) G;- l(x)’ 
respectively. 
3. BASIC LEMMAS 
In order to establish the inequalities (2) and (4) we need two basic 
lemmas to simplify subsequent arguments. 
LEMMA 1. Let P and Q be two positive continuous functions, defined 
on a compact subset S of R”, whose optimal values are attained at x=x* 
in S. Then opt[P(x) + Q(x)] = P(x*) + Q(x*) and opt[P(x) Q(x)] = 
P(x*) Q(x*), respectively. In particular. 
opt Q”*(x) = Q”*(x*), and *Q-l(x)= [opt Q(x)]-l=Q-‘(x*). 
LEMMA 2. Let f and g be two positive twice dtfferentiable functions, 
defined on a closed interval I of R, whose optimal values are attained at 
x=x* in Z, and f “(x*)/f(x*) > g”(x*)/g(x*). Then min[f(x)/g(x)] = 
f(x*Mx*). 
Lemma 1 is self evident. To prove Lemma 2, setting h =f/g, we have 
In h = In f - In g which implies that 
h’ f’ g’ -=--- 
h f g 
It follows from (12) that h’(x*) = 0 and h”(x*) > 0. The conclusion is now 
clear. 
4. PROOFS 
In this section, we establish the inequalities (2) and (4) by considering 
their corresponding mathematical programming problems. In order to 
establish each problem by means of the functional approach of DP, we 
introduce a suitable transition constraint to the problem. 
To establish the inequality (2), we rewrite (3) as 
F(x) = f’(x) + Q(x), (13) 
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where 
and 
P(x) = f(x) 
&T(x) h(x) 
1 
Qcx) =g1/2(x) h(x)' 
(14) 
(15) 
respectively. 
From (13)-( 15) it follows that the problems max P(x) and max Q(x) are 
obviously equivalent to the problems of minimizing 
g(x) h(x) (16) 
and 
P2(x) h(h), (17) 
respectively, subject to a transition constraint 
f(x) = a. 
Using Lemma 1, it is sufficient to consider the problems 
g,(a) = min g(x) x 
(18) 
(19) 
and 
h,(a) = min h(x), 
i 
respectively, subject to (18). Then a routine argument (e.g., see 
Wang [28]) leads to the recurrence relations 
and 
gkO=o~jy, Cx2+gk-,(a--x)l . . 
h,(a)= min [x-‘+hk.-*(a-x)] 
o<x<o 
for k = 2, 3, ..,, n with g,(u) = u2 and h,(a) = a-‘, respectively. (Here and in 
what follows x = xk.) 
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By induction, it is easy to establish 
g,(a) = min g(a, x) = min 
(a-x)2 
x2 + - 
k-l 1 
=kmin 
k-l u-x’ 
$x*+~ - ( >I k-l 
u* 
=k 
and 
k-la-x -’ k* 1 =a 
(20) 
(21) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . n, respectively. (Note that we use the convexity of the 
function t* in (20) and the usual arithmetic-harmonic inequality in (21).) 
The minimum values are attained at 
u-x XI = . . . ZXkp, =-TX 
k-l 
or 
a x,= . . . =xkpI=x=-. 
k 
Consequently, g,,(a) = u2/n, h,(a) = n*/a, and their minimum values are 
attained at x, = . . =x,=a/n. Hence using Lemma 1 again, we obtain 
max P(x) = max f(x) U 
g(x) h(x) = min g(x) h(x) 
1 
= (a*/n~n*/a)=i (22) 
and 
max Q(x) = max 
1 1 
g”*(x) h(x)=min g’/*(x) h(x) 
1 n1/2 =-, 
= (u/n”‘)(n*/a) n* (23) 
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Thus (5) follows from (22) and (23) by use of Lemma 1 again. Hence the 
inequality (2) is established. 
Remark 1. From (20) and (21), it follows that 
lim g(a, x) =A, 
x + 0 
lim g(a, x) = a’; 
x + (1 
lim h(a, x) = lim h(a, x) = co. 
.x + 0 x + u 
Consequently, g,(a) and h,(a) given in (20) and (21), respectively, are 
absolute minimum values (e.g., see [ 11, p. 2401). 
Remark 2. The corresponding FD problem (5) of the inequality (2) 
can be readily established by means of its DP setting in conjunction with 
the FD theorem (e.g., see Dinkelbach [12], Wang [38]). 
Remark 3. There have been various types of generalizations of the 
inequality (2) (e.g., see [39]). Naturally, their continuous versions can be 
established by means of the continuous DP approach introduced in 
Iwamoto and Wang [ZO, 211. 
To establish the inequality (4) we consider the problems (8)-(9). 
U,(k) = min U(x) = min U(n, k; x) 
* x (24) 
and 
V, = min V(x) = min V(n, x) 
x r (25) 
respectively subject to a transition constraint 
f xj=a, a>O, Xj20, 1 <jdn. (26) 
j= 1 
It may be worthwhile and instructive to point out that we will perform 
(24) and (25) inductively subject to a transition constaint (26) in a 
somewhat “coupling” (or interlacing) manner. Because the functions U(X) 
and V(x) are homogeneous in x, the final form of U,(k) and V,, are 
explicitly independent of the dynamic parameter a (introducing in (26)). In 
particular, U,(2) is meaningless (for k = n = 2). 
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Apparently, 
x,+x, 22 
V,=min =z 
hx2P2 
subject to 
x1 +x2=a, ak0, xja 0. 
The minimum of the problems (27)-(28) is attained at 
x, zx2=a 
2‘ 
For n = 3, (26) in conjunction with (29) implies that 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
x,+x,=a-x and 
a-x 
x1 =x2=- 
2 ’ 
a 2 0. (30) 
Substituting (30) into (24) and (25) and using Lemma 2, we have 
and 
We conclude from (31) and (32) that the minimum values are attained at 
x1 =x2=x32 
3 
which is equivalent to a-x= (a+~)/2 or (a-x)/2=x with (30). 
To complete the inductive argument, we assume that the minimum 
values 
2<k<m-1 and v,_2m 
m (33) 
are obtained at 
a 
x1= . . . =x,=-..$ (34) 
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For n = m + 1, (26) in conjunction with (34) implies that 
a-x 
x,+ .” +x,=a-x and x1= . . . =x,=- 
m (35) 
Substituting (35) into (24) and (25) and using Lemma 2, we have 
rka+(m-k)xlk+’ r(ki- l)(a-x)lm-’ 
k+l ka+(m-k)x+m-k(k+l)(a-x) VI+1 
m+l m m+l m 
2 k 
mfl 
(k- l)a+(m-k+ l)x+m-k+ 1 k(a-x) 
m m+l m ! 
= (36) 
2<kdm and 
V(m + 1, x) = [ 
a+(;- 1)x]2[2(a;x)]“P1 
a-x m/(m+l) 
a- 
[( > 
Xl/(m + I) 
m 1 
m 
B [ 
2 a+(m-I)x+m-12(a-x) m+l -- 
m+l m m+l m 1 
[ m a-x 1 In a -- -x m+l m + m+l 1 
2 ??+I =-. 
m+l (37) 
We conclude from (36) and (37) that the minimum values 
2<k<m and L+, =s (38) 
are attained at 
a x,= . . . =xm=xm+l=- 
m+l 
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which is equivalent to 
ka+(m-k)x (k+ l)(a-X) or (k-l)a+(m-k+ 1)x k(a-x) = =- 
m m m m 
or 
a+(m-1)x 2(a-x) or =- 
m m 
y= x with (35). 
Remark 4. From (36) and (37) it follows that lim.,,+ U(k, m + 1; x) 
= U,+,(k) E-‘(k), where 
.(k)=(l+;)*“(l-;) (39) 
is an increasing function in k and lim, _ rx: E(k) = 1, 
lim U(k,m+l;x)=oo; 
x-a- 
lim V(m + 1, x) = lim V(m + 1, x) = co. 
x-o+ x - a 
Consequently, U, + ,(k) and V, + , given in (38) are absolute minimum 
values (e.g., see [ 11, p. 2401). 
Hence (8) and (9) are established and this the inequality (4). 
Alternatively, if we use the transition constraint 
fi xj=u, u>o, x,>o, l<j<n (40) 
j= I 
instead of (26), the inequality (4) can be likewise established by considering 
the problems (24) and (25) respectivelt subject to (40). The results of the 
problems (24) and (25) subject to (40) for n = 2, 3 are readily established 
(with those almost evident details omitted). 
Generally, to complete the inductive argument, we assume the minimum 
values (33) are attained at 
x1= ... 
= x, = a’/“. (41) 
For n = m + 1, (40) in conjunction with (41) implies that 
XI . ..x.=ax-’ and x,= . . . =x, = (ax-‘)‘/“. (42) 
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Substituting (42) into (24) and (25) and using Lemma 2, we have 
U(k,m+ 1;~) 
[k(axp’)““+x]k+‘[(k+ l)(,~-‘)~‘~]“-~ 
= [(k- l)(ax~l)l’m+x]k[k(ax-l)l’m]“-k+l 
= 
1 [ka’/mx-‘m+l’lm’k+l)+Xk(m+l)/m(k+l)]k+l 
kal/m [(k-l)al/mx-Cm+l~/mk+X(k~l)(m+l)/mk]k 
k+l m-k klmCk+ I) k+ 1 
2 c-1 1 C(k+l) 1 k ka ‘lrn (k-l)/mk k (ka ) (43) 
2<k,<m and 
=y-‘a(“-‘)im [allmx -(m+l)/2m+X(m+l)/2m]2 
am/cm + 1) mall*x - l/m + x 
~ 2” ~ la’” -- 1 vm (2al12m)2 2” + 1 
(p/(*+1) (m+ l)al/(m+l)=m+f. (44) 
We conclude from (43) and (44) that the recaptured minimum values 
(38) are attained at 
x1= . . . =x*=x,+, = ,ll(m+ 1) 
which is equivalent to 
a”“x -(m+l)/m(k+l)=Xk(m+l)/m(k+l) or ~/rn~ -(m+l)lmk=X(k+l)(m+l)lmk 
or 
all*x - Cm + 1 )/2m = X(m + 1)/2m or ‘I* a x -l’m=~ with (42). 
Remark 5. From (43) and (44), it follows that lim,,,+ U(k, m + 1; x) 
= U,+,(k) E-‘(k), 0 < E(k) < 1 where E(k) is given in (39), 
lim,, m U(k, m + 1; x) = cc; lim,,,+ V(m + 1, x)=limx,, V(m + 1, x) 
= co. Consequently, U,, ,(k) and V,,,, 1 given in (38) are absolute 
minimum values. 
The remaining argument is the same as above. 
Remark 6. In (31), (32), (36), (37), (43), and (44) we exclusively use 
the simple AG inequality to determine the optimal value for each function. 
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Verification that those functions satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2 is 
straightforward. For example, in (37), setting 
fW=[ 
“‘(I”,- ox]2 [2@;*-3T-’ 
and 
a simple manipulation revealsmhat the hypothesis f”/f > g”/g at 
x = a/(m + 1) is equivalent to 2m2 > (m - l)*. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As the result given above as well as in [37,38] has revealed, there is a 
close relationship between the development of the theory of DP and that of 
the theory of inequalities. By introducing suitable transition constraints, 
the flexibility, adaptability, and versatility of the DP approach appear to be 
prevalent. This development is far reaching (e.g., see [16-23, 28-381). 
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